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1. Introduction

progressive

[9,12-14].

Some

reports

an

describe motor symptoms as initial signs

autoimmune inflammatory demyelinating

[4,9], while others find no differences

disease of the central nervous system with

between LOMS and young-onset MS

a wide range of symptoms, depending on

population [13,15].

Multiple

sclerosis

(MS)

is

the location of lesions, and several

Involuntary movement disorders are

pathophysiological mechanisms such as

rare in MS, affecting about 1.6% of

inflammation, demyelination, oxidative

patients [16]. Tremor is the most frequent

injury, axonal damage, remyelination, and

movement disorder in MS [17]. Other

gliosis. The diagnosis of MS involves

movement

dissemination of the lesions in time and

dystonia, chorea, ballism, myoclonus,

space

tourettism, restless leg syndrome and

[1].

Patients

develop

a

heterogeneous phenotypic expression of

disorders

are

paroxysmal

hemifacial spasm (HFS).

disease even at the same stage of the

In this study, a case report of MS

illness. The most frequent disturbances are

with HFS due to a demyelization plaque

transient or persistent pyramidal, sensory,

encasing the facial nerve at its intra-axial

cerebellar
fatigue

signs,
and

visual

dysfunction,

exit zone is presented. MRI findings are

sphincteric

impairment,

exhibited and the clinical features are

leading often to important neurological

shown.

disability. MS occurs usually in young
adults, with disease onset between 20 and

2. Case report

40 years [2,3]. However, in up to 6% of
A 62-years-old man presented an

cases, the first symptoms occur after the
age of 50 years [4-11]. In the late-onset
cases, correct diagnosis is frequently
delayed whilst other possible diagnosis
are being considered. The clinical course
of late-onset MS (LOMS) to eliminate the
entire

line

can

be

not

necessarily

acute

of

sustained,

unilateral,

irregular brief contracture of the left-side
facial muscles. He noticed also sub
continuous twitch-like movements in the
left corner of the mouth. The disturbance
was spontaneous and persisted during
sleep.
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onset

Symptoms

were

frequently
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aggravated by stress, fatigue, anxiety, and

normal;

voluntary facial movements. Familial

examination of the left orbicularis oris

history was unremarkable. Since his

revealed continuous resting activity of

adolescence, he presented migraine with

irregularly firing motor unit potentials

visual aura. When the patient was 60 years

(MUPs). Typical MUPs firing repetitively

old

clinical

at high frequency discharge (100-150 Hz)

visual

in the affected facial muscles detected by

disorder with a scotoma in the inferior

electromyographic exam suggested that

part of his visual field. He did not perform

the lesion involved the lower motor

any medical exam, and the disturbance

neuron (Figure 1). Blink reflex findings

reversed spontaneously in about three

were

weeks.

demyelinating injury (see Table). Visual

(two

years

observation),

he

before

the

presented

a

needle

consistent

electromyography

with

an

efferent

Three weeks after the beginning of

evoked potentials showed a delayed P1

the involuntary facial movement, the

wave conduction in the right eye; motor

patient referred to the Department of

evoked potentials resulted normal, while

Neurology and Psychiatry, at the Center

somatosensory evoked potentials by left

of Neuromuscular Disease in Umberto I

posterior tibial nerve showed poorly

Hospital (University of Rome “Sapienza”)

formed P by cortical responses. The

for

admission,

patient underwent high resolution 1.5-

showed

Tesla brain and spinal cord MRI study

investigation.

neurological
undulating

On

examination
and

rippling

twitch-like

with

T2-weighted,

FLAIR

and

T1-

movements of lower facial muscles,

weighted images acquired in the sagittal,

associated with brief contracture of the

axial

left-side

enhanced images were also obtained. The

facial

muscles

producing

drowning upward the angle of the mouth

MRI

and

study

coronal

planes;

showed

a

contrast-

small,

non-

and prominence of the naso-labial fold.

enhancing lesion adjacent to the left-side

Subclinical left pyramidal signs were

brain stem, near to the left emerging fibers

present. Laboratory tests including routine

of the facial nerve at the level of pons;

blood tests and auto-antibody profile were

other small multiple supra- and infratentorial
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white

matter

brain

lesions
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(involving periventricular areas, frontal

the equivalent side of the face [18]. The

and parietal right lobes) were present

spasms usually start as ‘‘twitching’’ of the

(Figure 2). Moreover, three focal lesions

lower eyelid, followed by involvement of

in the spinal cord (cervical and dorsal

the other muscles, leading to social

posterolateral

uneasiness and interference with vision.

left

side

level)

were

observed. No lesions were enhanced by

Two

ethiopathological

theories

are

gadolinium. A diagnosis of MS with HFS

commonly proposed.

caused by demyelination in the emerging

provides that a pulsatile compression

fibers of the facial nerve was done.

causes focal demyelination at the junction

Chronic treatment with phenytoin 200 mg

between the central and peripheral myelin,

two times per day resulted in rapidly

producing ephaptic neural impulses that

progressive reduction of HFS symptoms.

travel down the facial nerve to the facial

Almost complete recovery after 6 months

muscles. A second theory states that

of clinical follow-up was observed.

pulsations cause antidromic stimulation of

One hypothesis

the facial nucleus, generating epileptic
activity in the same facial nucleus, causing

3. Discussion
In this case report, clinical and
electrophysiological features permitted a
diagnosis of HFS with involvement of the
lower facial muscles due to a plaque of
demyelination in the emerging fibers of

is

a

movement

painless,

clonic

or

tonic

movement of muscles innervated by the
ipsilateral

causes of root compression are identified,
such as cerebello-pontine angle masses,
intracranial tumors, lesions in temporal

seventh

Some cases of facial nerve injury in

disorder

characterized by unilateral, involuntary,
irregular,

activity. Other infrequently (less than 2%)

bone or parotid gland, and Lyme disease.

the facial nerve.
HFS

hyperexcitability and aberrant facial nerve

cranial

nerve

(orbicularis oculi, paranasal, perioral and
platysma), with synchronous spasms of

Copyright 2016 KEI Journals. All Rights Reserved

MS

patients

[17,18,19-22].

have
Several

been

described

events

were

associated with lesions in the region of the
ipsilateral facial nucleus, and with supratentorial demyelinating lesions, while
others did not have brainstem lesions but
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responded

to

intravenous

methyl-

recordings

showed

typical

myokimic

prednisolone [17,19,20,21]. A case of

discharges. Moreover, in the present

bilateral alternating HFS has also been

clinical case, the presence of high-

described in association with MS [23]. To

frequency

the best of our knowledge, in literature,

appearing MUP of 100-150 Hz) during

HFS explicitly associated with MS are

needle EMG allows to exclude myokymic

described, but not as first presentation

discharges, although it is not possible

symptoms of LOMS [21,24,25]. The most

stated that they were absent throughout

common clinical presentation at onset in

the entire clinical episode. HFS could be

LOMS are motor symptoms (63%) and

arguably attributed to axonal damage of

sensory

brainstem

the facial neurons due to demyelination of

dysfunction occurred in 20% of patients,

the intra-axial pontine exit zone of facial

sphincteric and cerebellar involvement in

fibers. In the described patient, anatomical

17% and 10% respectively, optic neuritis

correlation

in 13%, and cognitive disturbances in 3%

neuroimaging, and fast clinical response

[8]. Most of the LOMS patients present

to sodium channel-blocking antiepileptic

further neurological deficits and only 13%

drug phenytoin, suggests that HFS is

remains

secondary to MS. While imaging studies

disorders

(30%);

monosymptomatic

[4,7,8].

discharges

(of

evidenced

with

detect

the

Clinically, distinguishing the feature of

such as

HFS from other causes of involuntary

demyelination nature and slight structural

facial movements, such as facial tic,

abnormalities in the brain when the insult

myokymia, and tardive dyskinesia is

is minor or diffuse, neurophysiological

important [26]. A particular differential

testing can identify more specifically the

diagnosis in MS is with the facial

structural brain abnormalities. In this

myokymia, a rare involuntary continuous

report, EMG recordings from the left

vermicular movement extending across

hemiface at rest, showing a continuous

facial muscles [20]. Slight sustained facial

activity of irregularly firing MUPs in the

contraction and paresis with significant

left orbicularis oculi and orbicularis oris,

myokymia have been described in MS

and the results of the blink reflex studies,

[22]. In these cases the electromyography

suggest a lesion in the efferent facial

Copyright 2016 KEI Journals. All Rights Reserved

MRI may not

normal-

the
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fibers at level of their intra-axial pontine

recordings. MS with clinical onset after 50

zone.

usually

years of age can also be characterized by

considered the result of a level of

HFS and not only by myokimic discharges

demyelination

give

as usually reported in MS. The clinical

persistent deficit, but making axons

suspect should exist in the presence of

hypersensitive to minor stresses [27].

high frequency discharges and the absence

Moreover, a simultaneous supranuclear

of vermicular movements or continuous

dishinibition given

movements rippling.

The

paroxysms

are

insufficient

by

to

supra-tentorial

lesions should be excluded, because of the
high-frequency discharges, the increased
Acknowledgments: The Authors
latency, and the absence of myokymic
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Figure 1. Typical motor unit action potentials firing repetitively at high frequency discharge
in the affected facial muscles detected by electromyography. Particular of the needle EMG
recording from the orbicularis oris representing the high-frequency discharges of the same
motor unit. Horizontal calibration, 10 ms; vertical calibration, 100 μV.
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Figure 2. MRI performed with the T2-weighted sequence in the axial plain shows a nonenhancing lesion adjacent to the left-side brain stem compatible with demyelinating lesion.

Table 1. Patient’s blink reflex study. Surface recording electrodes were placed over the
inferior orbicularis-oculi muscles bilaterally. Supraorbital nerve was stimulated in the superior
orbital fissure with supramaximal stimulation. Latencies are expressed in millisecond (ms).

R1 (ms) latency
R2 direct (ms) latency
R2 crossed (ms) latency

RIGHT STIMULATION

LEFT STIMULATION

10.2
38.2
46.4

13.5
45
38
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